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About SBR-net Consulting AG

The consulting firm, headquartered in Vienna and Düsseldorf,

provides counsel on broadband and fiber network rollout,

telecom product and services, digitalization, mobile communi-

cations from a regulatory, technical and economic perspective.

The team encompasses considerable expertise, international

experience, and a deep understanding of the industry, offering

practical, tailored solutions and academic insights.

SBR-net Consulting AG

Speaker

Thomas WIMMER, M.Sc.

Senior Consultant and Project Management
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Overview - country profile Denmark

Source: Statistisches Länderprofil Dänemark, Statistisches Bundesamt (Destatis), 2024

Area of Denmark compared to Germany Population of Denmark compared to Germany 2022

Employees and gross value added by sector 2021

in Denmark

1,0 22,2 76,8

Gross value added

Agriculture and forestry, fishing Manufacturing industries Service industries

2,0 19,4 78,6

Employed

%

1 000
Deutschland

83 798

5 903

Dänemark

km2

Deutschland

349 390

40 000

Dänemark
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Market development and technology penetration 
in Denmark 2022

Main trading partners 2022

Main product groups 2022

Source: Statistisches Länderprofil Dänemark, Statistisches Bundesamt (Destatis), 2024Source: UN Comtrade

Classification of product groups: Harmonised System for the Description 

and Coding of Goods (HS2).

Spread of modern communication technology:

per 100 inhabitants

The high penetration of modern communication technologies 

among the population is illustrated, indicating a well-developed 

digital infrastructure.
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European Commission data (DESI 2023)

Source: European Commission

Denmark shows a rapid increase, significantly outpacing the 

European Union average and Germany. By 2023, Denmark leads 

with the highest take-up rate.

This chart presents the percentage of households with at least 

1 Gbps broadband. Denmark again shows a sharp rise, far 

surpassing the EU's average and Germany, indicating a strong 

adoption of high-speed broadband in Denmark.

At least 100 Mbps fixed broadband take-up,

all households

At least 1 Gbps broadband take-up,

all households
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European Commission data (DESI 2023)

Source: European Commission

All graphs collectively highlight Denmark’s commitment to highspeed internet accessibility.

VHCN (Very High Capacity Network) coverage, total
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FTTH Council data

Source: FTTH Council

DK DE

FTTH/B coverage rate (HP / H) 84% 40%

FTTH/B take-up rate (HA / HP) 56% 25%

FTTH/B penetration rate (HA / H) 47% 10%

The chart presents data from the FTTH Council regarding the Fiber to the Home/Building (FTTH/B) 

coverage and penetration rates in Denmark and Germany.
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Median fixed broadband download speed

Source: Tefficient AB, for  Fiberalliancen 

Median fixed broadband download speed per month May 2021 

– Aug 23 per country [Data: Ookla Speedtest]

Denmark with median values around twice as high as Germany

Denmark’s broadband strategy (2021)

− covers all households and businesses by 100/30 Mbps 

connection 

by 2025

− covers 98% of households and businesses by 1 Gbps 

download speeds by 2025 

− identifies the needs and demand for gigabit speeds by 2030.

Snapshot over FTTH, DOCSIS, DSL
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Gbit/s Fiber Coverage in Denmark

Source: Kort | tjekditnet.dk 

− Data provided by network owners directly 

− Capital area: special situation 

- Selection shows fiber broadband 

coverage

- Minimum of 1 / 1 Gbit/s

- Notes: „red islands“ very low populated

- Capital area, special situation 
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Share of fiber in fixed broadband connections in OECD in June 2023

Dänemark 52,44%

Source: de.statista.com

Deutschland 10,05%
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Telco-Markets

− Denmark is a more mature fiber market

− Denmark has more overlap in DOCSIS and fiber, as fiber rollout

started earlier than in Germany, driven by regional utilities

FTTH/B in % homes

Source: DESI  2022, WIK 2022

Broadband request for fixed lines 

(by download speed)

FTTH/B and DOCSIS 3.1 coverage 

(based on number of households)
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Key drivers in Denmark

Cable Fiber evolution, beginning in 2000‘s 

Structural separation of incumbent (regulated for 20 yrs by NRA) 
TDC legal split up in 2019 to TDC NET (mobile & broadband) and Nuuday

(services, multi-brands) 

Fiber rollout driven by different network owners, mostly regional utilities

Wholesale and retail turnovers from equal importance for utility network 

owners

Layer-2 wholesale standard

Market Cooperation and Open-Access Platforms

ISP‘s present at Platforms for full market coverage  

Regulation: two wholesale markets, for high capacities (FTTH / DOCSIS) 

and lower bandwidth (x-DSL / copper / FWA)

Regional / local markets

Binding commitments for open access provided by regional SMP operators 

in high capacities market  

Examples for regional fibre footprints (Utilities) in 2022 

Source: Fiber Alliance
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Smart City Index 2024

Quelle: imd.org

Copenhagen

Hamburg

6 AA AA A 4

14 BBB BBB BBB 11

Berlin 37 BBB BBB BBB 33

Munich 21 A A A 20

Dusseldorf 44 BB BBB B 38
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Worl Digital Competitiveness Ranking

Quelle: imd.org

Denmark

Germany
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Joint Government Digital Strategy 2022-2025 (DK)

#1: Digitization is a means, not a goal in itself
Data and new technology should be used actively in

solving society’s great challenges, by e.g. remedying

worker shortage, supporting climate change mitigation,

improving the service in the public sector and making room

for innovation.

# 2: Everyone is included
Everyone must be able to take part in the digital society,

and there has to be help and alternatives for the citizens,

who are not able to use digital solutions.

# 3: Focus on coherence, transparency and trust
Citizens and businesses should experience a coherent and

trustworthy public sector, where one has access to all one’s

data.

Objectives

# 4: A responsible digital development
Responsible use of data and new technology happens

within the scope of law and ethics. By doing so, the

development of digital solutions can stay innovative as

well as uphold citizens’ trust and legal rights.

# 5: Shared digital foundations
The development of future digital solutions focus on reuse

of data, shared architecture and standards, that enable

integration across digital solutions.

Source: New Joint Government Digital Strategy aims to overcome societal challenges (digst.dk)
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New Digitalisation Strategy 2024-27 (DK)

Objectives

# major investments in digitalisation across the public and 

private sectors, 25 initiatives to be implemented in the 

relevant period

# invest: DKK 800 mil. (~ EUR 110 mil.) in the development of a 

better digital future 

# artificial intelligence, including an AI strategy published 

in 2024

# green transition 

# digital education among children and young people

# the strategy will help increase growth, strengthen the digital 

transformation in the business community and support the 

arrival of more IT specialists

Source: New digitalisation strategy sets the direction for the digital development of Denmark | Ministry of Digitalisation and Gender Equality (digmin.dk)
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Sustainable Development Report 2023

Source: Sustainable Development Report 2023 (sdgindex.org)

DK DE

− Report 2023 covers more than 160 UN Member States

− Nordic countries in the lead, followed by Germany and Austria with minor differentiation 

− Sustainable development and sustainability in general gain importance in Telco Sector as well  
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Future Outlook – VATM in Denmark

− Understanding of how market evolved in DK

− Role of regulation

− Role of utilities / energy sector in fibre rollout 

− Open access models / solutions 

− Digitalisation as key driver for innovation 

− Sustainability in materials 

− and a lot more 

Source: unsplash.com

Factors Influencing the Danish Market
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Standort Wien
Parkring 10/1/10

1010 Wien

Österreich

Mail consulting@sbr-net.com

Website www.sbr-netconsulting.com

Tel +43 1 513 514 0

Standort Düsseldorf
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Mail consulting@sbr-net.com

Website www.sbr-netconsulting.com
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Kontakt
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